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INTRODUCTION
I was born in Arroyo Grande, California, a small town in the central valley just a few miles
south of Pismo Beach. The youngest of four children, my literacy journey began on my mother’s
lap in her rocking chair. 

As a child I wrote many poems and stories and dreamed of being a famous author one day.
But I grew older, and I tucked those dreams and all my childhood writing in a yellow barrel at
my parents’ home, and I moved on my own. 

I returned to education in 1999 and enrolled in Regis University. I graduated Summa Cum
Laude with a BA in Liberal Arts that emphasized Elementary Education. For over a decade I
taught early childhood students from pre-school to first grade. When Covid-19 struck in March
2020, I began homeschooling my elementary-age grandchildren. 

In 2018, life pre-pandemic, I rediscovered writing. I dusted off more recent works and started
some new projects as well. 

I’m fortunate to have been under the mentorship of a bestselling author. I'm an alumna of
diyMFA as well. Both experiences gave me the tools needed to write a short story titled, "My
Warm Blanket," for acceptance into the MFA program at Drexel University. However, in the
midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, I made a tough decision to withdraw from the program and
focus my attention at home. 

But I never stopped writing. Now a lifelong dream is about to come true. I'm publishing my first
children's picture book titled, "The Lamb," and I can't wait to share it with you.

As we experience life again on the other side of the pandemic, I decided now is the time to
compile some of my favorite early literacy projects and activities into an e-book to give
primarily homeschooling parents a taste of vintage projects and ideas. I believe these have
held the test of time, most importantly, among children. These activities are fun and engaging
in any educational setting, whether at home, or in the classroom. I hope you enjoy them as
much as my children, grandchildren, students, and I have!



This activity promotes counting, measuring, whole numbers, and graphing, to name a
few. Here's what you'll need: glue gun, small pompoms, and googly eyes. Have your
students pick their favorite colored pompoms (three small pompoms = 1 inch). Using
the hot glue gun, glue the pompoms together and add googly eyes. Now you have an
inch worm. Have objects available for students to measure and reenact the story. Use a
bar graph to record the length of each object. Ask your students: Which is longest?
Which is shortest?

INCH BY INCH
Inch by Inch is a great book to promote math literacy in children ages 3-7. Students at
home, in a small group, or large group setting will learn about measuring in this story. An
inch worm measures his way out of trouble and becomes popular among the birds until he
encounters a nightingale. You'll have to read the story to see what happens next. 
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Little cat, little cat, are you in the                hat?

LITTLE CAT

red

green

purple

yellow

orange

How to play: This is a great large group activity for children ages 3-7. It can be
adapted to smaller groups for homeschool and classroom play. Hide the cat
under one of the hats as shown above. Then, ask a student to come to the board
and guess which hat the cat is hiding in. Have them pick the matching color word
off the board and add it to the sentence as shown. Everyone claps the syllables in
the rhyme as they recite it to emphasize word parts. Remove the hat to see if the
cat is there. Repeat with each student in your group until the cat is found. 



HOW TO CREATE LITTLE CAT

Children will explore primary and secondary
colors, syllables, word families, and sight words

in this activity.

Here’s what you will need:
Felt squares in blue, red, yellow, purple, orange, and green fabric,
scissors, felt cat, felt board, sentence strips, black marker.

Cut out the six hats and a cat as shown above.

Next, take your sentence strips and black marker, and write the
rhyme as seen in the illustration above, making sure the colors are
on a separate strip. This will allow your child to choose the color
word to match the color and add it to the sentence on the strip.

This felt board activity can be adapted to home and one-on-one
play by using construction paper to cut out the hats and cat. Play
with your student on the floor or table using construction paper or
poster board as a mat. 
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POLKA DOT TWIST
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CARD DECK

Left foot 
on green



How to play:  For 2+ players.
Spread out your mat. Choose amoderator (perhaps a parent orteacher). Read a card from thedeck. Each player must move theirbody part to the word called on thecard as fast as possible. You're outif you fall over or touch your kneeor elbow to the mat.

Here's what you'll need: A

white shower curtain cut to a

67"x46" mat, green, yellow,

blue, and red construction

paper, black marker,

laminate (clear shelf lining

paper is perfect for

laminating), sentence strips

cut to the size of word strips. 

Here's what you do: Write theblend words on word cards. On theopposite side write: left foot on(color), left hand on (color), rightfoot on (color), right hand on(color). All body parts should haveall four colors listed within thedeck of cards.  Cut out six green,six red, six yellow, six blue circlesat 7" diameter. Lay out the67"x46" mat. Tape the circles tothe mat in four rows and sixcolumns. You're ready to play!

This activity is a great way

for students to learn new

blend words, whether at

home or in the classroom,

while engaging their large

motor skills. This activity can

be adapted to help students

learn digraphs (letters that

combine to make new

sounds, for example, ch, sh,

th) as well.

DO THE POLKA DOT TWIST



Sometimes it looked like

SOMETIMES IT LOOKED LIKE...

This is a simple, yet impactful, activity
one-on-one at home or in a small group
setting. 
     Read the book and have your students
read along out loud using pictures clues to
read words such as tree, pig, etc. 
     As an extension, give your students blue
construction paper, a paint brush, and
white acrylic paint. Ask them to draw a
picture similar to the story. 
     Use the writing prompt, Sometimes it
looked like..., to have your student
describe what they painted. Help your
student write the word to complete the
sentence.
     Once dry, compile the paintings into a
big book and read the story together.

Children ages 3-7 will learn reading and writing  through word repetition, art, and writing prompts.



Ten brown buns 
in the bakery shop.
Ten brown buns,
with icing on top.
Along came               
with a penny to pay.
S/he grabbed that bun,
and s/he ran away.

TEN BROWN BUNS

How to play: This is a great large group felt board activity for
children ages 3-6. Place all ten buns on a felt board. Give one
penny each to ten students in the group. As a group, clap and
sing the rhyme. At the end of the song, have the student whose
name is on the board come to the felt board, pay you, grab a
bun, and run back their seat. Count down until all ten buns are
gone. Start again until all students in the group have had a turn. 

Sue

Tip: place Velcro on the back

of each name card and on 
 poster board to hold

students' names in place



It's time to get creative! And early
childhood and home educators know
how it's done!
     Collect chart paper or poster board for
the rhyme, and a felt board to create a
bakery shop setting.
     Use the bun to the right as a template
and your imagination to cut out ten buns
from brown felt. Swirl glue on top and
sprinkle with glitter. The possibilities 
are endless!
     This felt board rhyme can be adapted
to home and one-on-one play by using
construction paper to cut out the buns
and decorate them. Play with your
student on the floor or table using
construction paper or poster board as a
mat. 
     Make a list of names and play until all
ten buns and pennies are gone. 
     Extend this activity by using nickels
and dimes. Talk about the worth of
pennies, nickels, and dimes.
     Students are learning to count
backwards from ten and the value of
money. 
     What a great foundation for new
math concepts as they get older. 

IDEAS FOR TEN BROWN BUNS



TELL ME THE STORY

Who is the main character in the
story? Hold up the face on
thumb of glove.
     What is the story setting?
Hold up the house on index
finger of glove.
     What is the problem? Hold up
the lock on tall finger of glove.
     What happens at the
beginning, middle, and end of
the story?  Hold up the ladder on
ring finger of glove.
     What is the solution to the
problem? Hold up the key on
pinkie finger of glove.
     What is the main idea? Hold
up the light bulb on palm of
glove.
     What did you love about the
story? Turn the glove to the
heart on reverse side of glove.

OF THE SNOWY DAY
IN THE CITY

The Snowy Day is a great book to read to promote reading comprehension in children ages
5-7. However, this activity can be adapted to children ages 3-4 by introducing one or two
topics for discussion. And, for children ages 3-4, don't forget to read this book on a snowy
day then bundle up and head outside to collect snow for your sensory table. Students can
watch the snow melt before their eyes.

Make this story retell glove! Here’s what you’ll need:
Imagination, glove, felt pieces in a variety of colors,
googly eyes, fabric, needle and thread, yarn, fabric
scissors, hot glue gun



Little Bo-Peep has lost her sheep, 
And doesn't know where to find them; 

Leave them alone, 
And they'll come home, 

wagging their tails behind them.

LITTLE BO PEEP

Here's what you do: This is a great activity for homeschooling parents and early childhood
educators. Write the nursery rhyme on poster board or chart paper. Add Little Bo-Peep
illustrations. Get creative! Read the nursery rhyme over the course of a few days, or weeks, until
your students memorize it. Then take 5-10 stuffed sheep (you can get them online at a
reasonable price) and hide them throughout the room. Have your students go on a scavenger
hunt around the room and find all of the sheep.



PAPER PLANES

Fold an 8.5"x11" 
paper in half 

then open.

Fold each top corner 
towards the fold.

Fold again toward
the middle to create

a longer triangle.

Fold the tip under 
about 1 inch.

Fold in half
following the
crease line.

Fold the wings 
down about 1 inch above 

the crease line then
expand the wings.

For an extra lift,
 fold the outer 

wings up about a
1/2 inch. 
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4
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7

Find an open area where your students can have a paper plane flying contest.
See who can fly theirs the farthest. Walking heal-to-toe, as if on a balance
beam, have your students count how many "feet" their paper planes flew.
Whose flew the farthest?



3 cups flour
4 tsp baking
powder
1/2 cup sugar
2 tsp vanilla extract
2 (1/2 lb) sticks
salted butter
7 oz sweetened   
 condensed milk

Cream butter and
sugar. Add vanilla and
sweetened condensed
milk. Mix until it's a
cream texture. Add
flour and baking
powder mixture and
mix. Bake at 325   ,
checking at 10 minutes.

RECIPE BOX

CHOCO CHIPPIE
COOKIES

Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah.
Someone's in the kitchen, 

I know-o-o-o.
Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah

Strumming on the old banjo.
Fee, fie, fiddle-e-i-o.

Fee, fie, fiddle-e-i-o-o-o-o.
Fee, fie, fiddle-e-i-o.

Strumming on the old banjo.

This is a great song to sing with students ages 3-7 while baking in the kitchen. It teaches beginning letter
sounds when going further and replacing the/f/ sound with other consonants. For example, replace /f/
with /d/ and sing, Dee, die, diddle-e-i-o. Dee, die, diddle-e-i-o-o-o-o. Dee, die, diddle-e-i-o.
Strumming on the old banjo. Repeat with other consonant letter sounds.



PHONICS WITH THE CAT

Here's what you'll
need: Blue and red
magnetic capital
and lower case
alphabet letters, 
 baking sheet,
paper, and some
markers.

Here's how to play: Read Cat in the Hat to your students. After reading and discussing
the book, have your students separate the blue and red letters. Explain that the red
letters are vowels and the blue letters are consonants. Have your student repeat the
short and long vowel sounds after you. Using word families, for example, -at, -ut, -op,
-ig, have your student sound out the letters in the word family. Next, put a consonant
letter at the beginning and sound out each new word. Nonsense words are encouraged.
Make up new words together and have fun! When you're finished making new words,
have your students pick a word family and write the new words they learned. Create a
book and place it on the bookshelf in your reading center.

This activity is great
for students ages
3-7 and for those
who need extra
support with
phonetic sounds.



NONSENSE WORDS



EARLY LITERACY CHECKLIST

ATTITUDES TOWARD READING  AND
VOLUNTARY READING BEHAVIOR

CONCEPTS ABOUT BOOKS

COMPREHENSION OF TEXT

Voluntarily looks at or reads books
Asks to be read to
Listens attentively while being read to
Responds with questions and
comments to stories read to him or her

Knows that a book is for reading
Can identify the front, back, top, and
bottom of a book
Can turn pages properly
Knows the difference between the print
and the pictures
Knows where to begin reading
Knows what a title is
Knows what an author is
Knows what an illustrator is

Attempts to read storybooks resulting
in well-formed stories
Participates in story reading by
narrating as the parent/teacher reads
Retells stories
Includes story structure elements in
retelling: Setting, Theme, Plot Episodes,
Resolution
Responds to text after reading or
listening with literal comments or
questions
Responds to text after reading or
listening with interpretive comments or
questions
Responds to text after reading or
listening with critical comments or
questions



EARLY LITERACY CHECKLIST

CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT CONTINUED

Knows print is read from left to right
Knows that oral language can be
written down and then read
Knows what a letter is and can point
one out on a page
Knows what a word is and can point
one out on a printed page
Knows that there are spaces between
words
Reads environmental print
Recognizes some words by sight
Can name and identify rhyming words
Can identify and name upper- and
lowercase letters of the alphabet
Associates consonants and their initial
and final sounds (including hard and
soft c and g)
Associates consonant blends with
sounds (bl, cr, dr, fl, gl, pr, st)
Associates vowels with their
corresponding long and short sounds
(a-acorn, apple; e-eagle, egg; i-ice,
igloo; o-oats, octopus; u-unicorn,
umbrells)
Knows the consonant digraph sounds
(ch, ph, sh, th, wh)

Can blend and segment phonemes in
words
Uses context, syntax, and semantics to
identify words
Can count syllables in words
Attempts reading by attending to picture
clues and print
Guesses and predicts words based on
knowledge of sound-symbol
correspondence
Can identify suffixes and prefixes
Demonstrates knowledge of the
following phonic generalizations: a. In a
consonant-vowel-consonant pattern,
the sound is usually short; b. In a vowel-
consonant-e pattern, the vowel is usually
long; c. When two vowels come together
in a word, the first is usually long and the
second is silent (train, receive, bean)
Uses word families such as: -at, -at, -it,
and -ot, and initial consonants to build
words (e.g., man, fan, ran)



EARLY LITERACY CHECKLIST

WRITING DEVELOPMENT MECHANICS FOR WRITING

Explores with writing materials
Dictates stories, sentences, or words he
or she wants written down
Copies letters and words
Independently attempts writing to
convey meaning, regardless of writing
level
Can write his or her name
Collaborates with others in writing
experience
Writes in varied genres: narrative
(stories), expository (personal and
informational reports)
Writes for functional purposes
Check the level or levels at which the
child is writing:
 uses drawing for writing and drawing
 differentiates between writing and
drawing
 uses scribble writing for writing
 uses letterlike forms for writing
 uses learned letters in random fashion
for writing
 uses invented spelling for writing
 writes conventionally with conventional
spelling

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Forms uppercase letters legibly
Forms lowercase letters legibly
Writes from left to right
Leaves spaces between words
Uses capital letters when necessary
Uses periods in appropriate places
Uses commas in appropriate places



Add dried rose petals to your pot or saucepan
(you can buy them on Amazon).
Add enough distilled water to just cover the
petals. 
Place the pot on the stove on low heat.
Cover the pot with a lid and let it simmer for
30–45 minutes.
Simmer until the petals lose their color.
Leave your rose water to cool completely.
Store in a glass jar.

ME TIME!

Now it's time to take care of you! 
Close your eyes and relax in a rosewater bath 

to some vintage Cutting Crew. 
You'll thank me later!


